NEW

Web Cleaner Rollers...
We’ve got you covered!

Exclusive MagnaFree™ roll covering lifts and removes surface contaminants, slitting dust and debris.

For the first time Mid American Rubber can now recover your narrow web cleaner rolls as well as supply new. We specifically formulated MagnaFree™, a polymer web cleaner roll covering that removes dirt and contaminates from your substrate.

- Available in common hardness of 25 to 45 Shore A
- Precision-designed in various diameters and lengths for the narrow web industry
- MagnaFree™ is easily cleaned with isopropyl alcohol or water
- Ships quickly to your location … worldwide
- Applications to include film, foil, holographics, medical packaging

Find out how MagnaFree™ can continuously clean … and save you money in your web printing or converting operation:
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